In this Letter, the authors derive the closed-form formulas for the generalised moment generating function of the Fisher-Snedecor F (F-S F ) distribution, which enable us to effectively evaluate the probability of successful secure transmission over F-S F composite fading channels. Extensive numerical results are presented to validate the accuracy of their analytical framework.
Introduction: In recent years, there has been an explosion of interest in physical layer security and it has attracted great attention as an important technology for the security problem in the fifth generation (5G) networks [1] . Numerous researchers have investigated secrecy performance under various fading channels. Most of them, however, have considered small-scale fading models (e.g. Rayleigh, Rician, Hoyt, Nakagami-m, Weibull etc.), despite the fact that fading is generally affected by both multipath and shadowing in realistic wireless channel environments. Hence, we attempt to employ a composite fading model that can take both multipath and shadowing into consideration. To be specific, we adopt the most recently introduced fading model [2] following Fisher-Snedecor F (F-S F ) distribution, where the multipath is characterised by a Nakagami-m distribution and the root-mean-square (RMS) signal follows an inverse Nakagami-m distribution. The F-S F fading model has a strong point that it is not only accurate in the practical environments but also mathematically tractable [2] , considering that the most disadvantage of the conventional composite fading models is from the mathematical complexity. Moreover, it can be also readily simplified into the classical small-scale fading models, such as Rayleigh, Nakagami-m etc. Performance analysis over F-S F composite fading channels has been carried out in several studies [3, 4] . Specifically, outage probability, outage capacity, and average bit error rate for the maximal-ratio combining receiver were presented in [3] . Moreover, the average symbol error rates for various modulation schemes were evaluated in [4] .
In this Letter, we evaluate the secrecy performance over F-S F fading channels by utilising the newly derived generalised moment generating function (MGF). The generalised MGF is one of the alternative specifications of the probability distribution and can be effectively used in the analysis of the various application scenarios, including energy detection, outage probability, physical layer security etc. [5] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first derivation of the closed-form formula for the generalised MGF of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in F-S F fading channels. Additionally, corresponding three alternative expressions are also presented for more tractability. Finally, we validate our expressions by comparing with the extensive Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation results.
Generalised MGF of F-S F distribution:
The generalised MGF of a random variable X with probability density function (PDF) f X (x) is defined as the nth order derivative of the MGF as [5] 
The PDF of the instantaneous SNR g over F-S F distribution is given by [2] 
whereḡ is the average SNR, m is the shape parameter for the multipath component, m s is the shape parameter for the RMS signal, and B(a, b) is the beta function [6, Eq. (6.2.2)]. Then, the generalised MGF of F-S F distribution can be formulated as
where G( · ) is the gamma function and the last equality is obtained by using [7, 
where g b and g e denote the instantaneous SNRs at Bob and Eve, respectively. Here, we assume that Alice and Bob know only legitimate CSI and do not know CSI about the Eve. Then, when Alice transmits with a rate R s , we can define the probability of successful secure transmission P s as
If the legitimate link experiences Nakagami-m fading with the average power gain V = 1 and m = m 0 [ {1, 2, 3, . . . }, and the eavesdropping channel is affected by F-S F fading, then the probability of successful secure transmission can be derived by adopting (3) and [5, Eq. (34)] as
whereḡ b is the average SNR at Bob. As a special case, the probability of strictly positive secrecy capacity (SPSC) can be also directly obtained by setting R s = 0 in (11) as
Numerical results: In this section, the probability of successful secure transmission P s is evaluated by comparing some numerical results obtained from the derived expression with those from the MC simulations. The legitimate link is assumed to be a Nakagami-m fading channel with m 0 = 2 and the eavesdropping channel is assumed to be a F-S F composite fading channel with shaping parameters m and m s , and average SNRḡ e = 0 dB. Lines and markers correspond to P s obtained from (11) and MC simulation results, respectively. Figs. 1-3 show the probability of successful secure transmission versusḡ b with transmission rate R s = 1 for different values of m and m s . As can be seen, every simulation result shows a perfect agreement with the corresponding analytical result. In Fig. 1 , we can find that P s degrades at the sameḡ b while m increases. From Fig. 2 , on the other hand, P s degrades as m s decreases in the middle-and high-SNR regimes. Fig. 3 describes that a F-S F composite fading model can be simplified into the other fading channel models (e.g. Rayleigh and Nakagami-m) asymptotically as m s 1.
The analytical curves obviously demonstrate a good agreement with the MC simulations for the considered fading models. In Fig. 4 , we evaluate the probability of SPSC, i.e. R s = 0, for various fading environments. As already shown in Figs. 1-3, Fig. 4 also apparently validates the accuracy of the derived expressions under various channel conditions. Conclusions: In this Letter, we have derived the novel closed-form expressions for the generalised MGF of F-S F distribution. By exploiting the derived formulas, we have effectively analysed the probability of successful secure transmission over F-S F composite fading channels.
Some numerical results have been demonstrated to substantiate the exactness and efficacy of our derivations.
